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Abstract 
 
The main purpose of analysis of timing behavior of real time systems is to verify that the system 
meets its timing requirements. One important part of this analysis is to find the worst case 
execution time (WCET) of the software in the system. SWEET (Swedish Execution Time 
Analysis Tool) is a tool, developed at IDT in Västerås, that calculates the WCET by static 
analysis. The calculated WCET must be safe, i.e., it must never underestimate the real WCET. 
The tool should be able to handle large programs efficiently. It must also calculate correct results 
for different types of program constructs.  
This thesis mainly focuses on verifying these two requirements for SWEET. Firstly, we have 
created large programs (larger than 14 KLOC) to find the limits of the program size that can be 
handled by SWEET and observed the result and the analysis time for these programs. Secondly, 
we have created a number of useful examples to test special features of SWEET and to show 
how SWEET is capable to analyze different types of C programs, handling arrays/matrices, 
strings, etc.  
During analysis we have encountered some problems, which have pointed out a number of bugs 
in SWEET. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
A real time system is a computer system that is applied to real time constraints. This means that 
there are time constraints for the system that the system must fulfill. In other words, a real-time 
system processes information and must guarantee response within strict time constraints. The 
real-time system must meet the real time deadline regardless of the system load. Real time 
systems are classified by their temporal characteristics. Apart from being logically correct, they 
must also exhibit temporal correctness that means they must produce the correct functional 
output by the provided correct instant of time [2].  
Depending on the deadline response to be met by the systems, real time systems are two types: 
Soft real time systems:  a soft real time system can miss a deadline occasionally, but the risk for 
missing a deadline should be low. The main objective of a soft real time system is to meet the 
certain subset of deadlines in order to optimize the some specific application criteria and the 
system's quality of service. The quality of soft real time system depends on the average latency 
and response time. The lower the average latency and response time, the “more real-time” the 
system is. In soft real time system a deadline misses is tolerable, even though not desirable.  
Online ticketing system, online transactions system, VOIP etc., is some examples of soft real 
time system. For example, a telephone will work well in the normal case when a subscriber dials 
a number, but not in extraordinary cases when many subscribers try to use the system at the same 
time [2, 4].  
Hard real time systems: the system is not allowed to miss any deadline. If a deadline is missed, 
it can lead to the catastrophic results. A hard real-time system is a system where the costs of not 
fulfilling the temporal and the functional constraints are very high. The response time of the hard 
real time systems are often, but not always, in the order of milliseconds or microseconds. The 
peak load performance of hard real time system must be predictable and should not be miss the 
predefined deadlines and must remain synchronous with the state of environment in all possible 
cases. If a hard real-time system misses the deadlines, then the result could be death of people or 
complete failure of the controlled system. Examples of hard real-time systems are monitoring 
systems in nuclear power plants, flight control system and anti-lock braking controller (ABS), 
Defense Systems, Vehicle Control Systems, and Satellite Systems etc. For example, the car with 
anti lock breaking system, the anti lock breaking system must release the break with suitable 
frequency that depends on car speed and road surface. If these actions do not happen 
appropriately, it may lead to catastrophic consequences [2, 4]. 

1.2 Timing Analysis for Real-Time Systems 
The main purpose of analysis of timing behavior of real time system is to guarantee that the 
system meets its timing requirements. An important step of this analysis is to find the worst case 
execution time (WCET) of the software in the system. The WCET of a program is the maximum 
execution time the program could take on a specific hardware platform. The WCET is, of course, 
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a very crucial measure for the reliability and correct behaviour of the real time system. It is very 
important to know the WCET of a program to guarantee that a program will finish its execution 
before its deadline. Missing the deadline in a hard real time system can loss substantial economic 
value or endanger human life. Hence, if the WCET of a program can be determined, then the 
program can be used as a part of a real time system to ensure that the system responds fast 
enough and guarantee that the system is highly reliable and safe [2]. 
Hence we need to analyse the WCET of a program before using it a real time system. To 
estimate the worst case execution time of a program, we need to consider the characteristics of 
both the software and the hardware which is used to execute the program code.  
Measuring the WCET 
The most common industrial practice for determining the WCET of a program code is by 
performing end-to-end measurements of execution times for the code [5]. The program is 
executed a number of times with different inputs with the assumption that some of these inputs 
are capable to produce the longest execution path of the program code. Unfortunately, end-to-
end measurements do not give any guarantee that the WCET has been found, unless the program 
is very simple. In addition to this, this method is often time consuming and error prone. 
Static WCET analysis 
An alternative method to find the worst case execution time of the program is by using static 
WCET analysis. This method estimates the WCET by analyzing the program code without 
executing it directly on the computer hardware. To calculate the longest possible time of the 
program, the static WCET tool analyses all possible executions of a program, such as possible 
upper bounds of loops, possible if-else structures, and possible feasible and infeasible paths in 
the program. Furthermore, the tool also analyses special characteristics of the used hardware 
such as memory speed, pipelining, and processor architecture. Hence this analysis estimates the 
WCET of the program by considering possible program executions and models of the targeted 
hardware characteristics. This analysis guarantees that the resulting estimated time is longer than 
or equal to the actual longest execution time of the program [5]. This is the meaning of the 
concept “safe WCET estimation”. 
The Three WCET Analysis Phases 
Static WCET analysis can be divided into main three phases: flow analysis of the code which 
obtains the possible program execution path, low level analysis which finds the execution time 
for atomic parts of code from the targeted architecture, and finally a calculation phase, which 
combines the flow and timing information to derive the WCET.  

1.2 Purpose of the Thesis 
Mälardalen Real-Time Research Center (MRTC) in Västerås has developed a static WCET 
analysis tool called SWEET (SWEdish Execution Time tool) as a result of the extensive research 
in the field of static time analysis. The main objective of SWEET is to construct the flow 
analysis of the program code in terms of flow facts that contain information about the loop 
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bounds and possible infeasible paths in the program. Flow facts are necessary to calculate the 
WCET for the analyzed program. 
In this thesis, the static WCET analysis tool SWEET is the target of study.  
The overall goal of the thesis work is to develop test programs that will push SWEET to its 
limits, both in terms of capacity and functionality. Testing SWEET in this way will verify its 
capacity and functionality, and will possibly reveal some bugs. This is important knowledge for 
the SWEET developers, and it will contribute to the enhancement of SWEET. 
The first purpose of the thesis is to create large test programs to find the capacity of SWEET in 
terms of lines of code (LOC), i.e. how many LOC the SWEET can analyse and how long time it 
takes for SWEET to analyse such a very large program. The Mälardalen benchmark offers more 
than thirty benchmark programs to test the capacity of SWEET, but all of them are quite small 
(less than 1300 LOC), so the objective is to create test programs with sizes in the range of 1K to 
15K LOC in order to find the real capacity limits of SWEET.  
The second purpose of the thesis is to create interesting and useful examples to verify SWEET 
functionality and capacity. SWEET has many different functions used to analyse different 
aspects of programs. We use invented programs to test these SWEET properties. One example is 
to create a program that produces different output using different merge points during analysis. 
This could be an interesting illustrating example to be used in the SWEET manual. Similarly, we 
wrote different types of program code, such as matrix manipulation, array based calculation, and 
string operations, to verify that SWEET can analyse any kind of ANSI-C program and produce 
expected results. In addition to this, we create C-code that includes nested while and do-while 
loops, deeply nested if-else structures, complex logical expressions and arithmetic expressions to 
show that SWEET is also capable to analyse C code with complex control flow. 
The testing during the thesis work identified some bugs in SWEET that were connected with 
analysis of large and complex programs. We let SWEET produce output in a file and by 
comparing this output with the output of the program compiled by GCC compiler and then run 
we found some computation errors of SWEET. In this way, we found, for example, an error in 
the calculation of the upper and lower bounds iterations during multipath analysis. 

1.4 Related Work 
We have not found any other related reports on our theme “testing a WCET tool”. There has 
been a number of  “WCET Tool Challenges” where WCET tools have been tested, but they are 
more focused on the study, comparison and discussion of the properties of different WCET tools 
and approaches, to define common metrics, and to enhance existing WCET benchmarks. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 
The first part of this thesis is an introduction to real time systems, timing analysis of real time 
systems and the purpose of this thesis. Section 2 presents general background and properties of 
SWEET. The section starts with introduction to SWEET and it is followed by a description of 
the main features of SWEET. The rest of the section describes some use case examples and 
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SWEET commands, the capacity and limitations of SWEET, and installation of SWEET on 
Windows 7. Section 3 gives thorough explanations of the test programs that have been used to 
test SWEET. Section 4 describes the bugs found during the testing phase. It explains the bug 
types and how they occur with what type of computation. Section 5 contains final conclusion and 
discussion. 

1.6 Problem formulation, method and contributions 
In this thesis, we have focused on the following two problems: 

1. SWEET should be able to handle large programs efficiently.  
2. SWEET must calculate correct results for different types of program constructs.   

We have chosen the following methods:  

For problem 1, we have constructed a number of large C programs of increasing sizes that will 
test the limit of the size capacity of SWEET. We have measured the analysis time and checked 
that SWEET’s calculations are correct. The check has been made using a loop counter. We have 
compared the sum of loop iterations calculated by SWEET with the same when the program is 
compiled with GCC and then run. 

For problem 2, we have constructed a number of C programs with different types of program 
constructs to ensure that SWEET can handle these. We have analysed the programs using 
different options of SWEET. To verify that SWEET has calculated the correct result, we have 
compared the result from SWEET with the corresponding result when the program is compiled 
with GCC and then run. 
We have the following contributions in our thesis report: 

1. We have shown that SWEET is able to handle large programs (up to 15 KLOC of C 
code) in reasonable time (about one hour).  

2. We have shown that SWEET is able to calculate correct results for many types of 
program constructs, including nested while and do-while loops, deeply nested if-else 
structures, complex logical expressions and arithmetic expressions, matrix manipulation, 
array based calculations, and string operations. We have tested the programs using 
varying option of SWEET, like single-path analysis, multi-path analysis, and different 
levels of merging. 

3. We have identified around ten bugs in AlfBackend and SWEET. 

2. WCET Analysis Tool: SWEET	  
The WCET research group at the Mälardalen Real-Time Research Center (MRTC) in Västerås 
has developed a static WCET analysis tool called SWEET (SWEdish Execution Time tool) as 
result of the extensive research since 2001 in the field of static time analysis [5].  
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The main objective of the SWEET tool is to perform flow analysis of the program code, which 
results in flow facts that contain information about the loop bounds and possible infeasible paths 
in the program. Flow facts are necessary to find the WCET for the analyzed program. SWEET 
can also calculate the WCET and BCET (Best Case Execution Time) directly. The major 
functions of SWEET tool are to:  

• Perform automatic flow analysis based on a program representation on the 
intermediate code level (ALF code). 

• Provide means to integrate the flow analysis with a low level analysis. 
• Provide connections between the flow analysis and the C program level 
• Offer two ways to calculate WCET and BCET directly using timing models. 

It is necessary to convert a program code into ALF format before it can be analyzed by SWEET. 
ALF is an intermediate program language developed for flow analysis. A C-code program is 
converted into ALF format to be analyzed by SWEET.  SWEET can analyse programs for single 
core processor but do not support multi-core processors. 

2.1	  Flow	  Analysis	  
Most program code does not have fixed execution time. Often, the execution time depends on the 
input data for the program, the characteristics of the program and the hardware upon which the 
program is run. Hence, the program can be executed via different paths available inside the 
program code. To calculate the worst case execution time, SWEET needs to identify the possible 
paths in the code. This is called flow analysis. The main purpose of flow analysis is to calculate 
safe bounds on the execution behaviour of the program and to calculate the flow information as 
automatically as possible. Flow analysis calculates information about the bounds on the number 
of loop iterations, feasible and infeasible path present inside the code, function calls and returns, 
possible branches after conditions, and the executed frequency of code parts. Flow analysis can 
identify all executions paths, but does not know which execution path corresponds to the longest 
execution time. This is the task for the low-level analysis and the calculation step [6]. 

2.2	  Flow	  Facts	  
SWEET represents flow information in the form of flow facts. Flow facts use virtual execution 
counters for the nodes in the control flow graph in a scope. For each execution scope that is 
entered in scope hierarchy and for every node, the counter #N is initialized to zero and 
incremented at each execution of the node. The context-sensitive valid-at-entry-of flow fact 
format is the format for SWEET’s flow information [8, 6]. The standard format is [7]:	  

CALL_STRING: VALID_AT_ENTRY_OF: FOREACH_OR_TOTAL: CONSTRAINT; 

CALL_STRING is a list of function calls which have been executed to reach the node for which 
the flow fact is valid. The calls always begin with program start function. The call string has the 
following format: ((calling_func, calling_stmt), called_func). 
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VALID_AT_ENTRY_OF represents a function or a loop inside the function. The flow fact holds 
each time the given function or loop is entered until it is exited. It provides a way to give flow 
information in a local, semi-local or global context. VALID_AT_ENTRY_OF is a function 
identifier, while referring to loops it is tuples of (func, stmt). 
FOREACH_OR_TOTAL is <>, <i...j> (foreach type) or [] (total type). 
FOREACH <> related to iterations of loops, and specifies that the flow fact is valid for each 
individual iteration of the loop specified in VALID_AT_ENTRY_OF. 
FOREACH <i..j> concerns iterations of loops, and specifies that flow fact holds for each 
individual iteration starting at the i: th and ending at the j: th iteration of the loop.  
TOTAL [] concerns either a function or a loop, and specifies that the flow fact is valid for the 
sum of executions, from the entry to exit of the VALID_AT_ENTRY_OF. 
CONSTRAINT is a linear constraint relating the execution of program entities, such as nodes, or 
edges, in the program CFGs to integer constants. 

2.3	  Abstract	  Interpretation,	  Abstract	  Domains	  and	  Abstract	  Execution	  
Abstract interpretation is a method used to statically determine the possible run-time values of 
variables at different program points. Abstract interpretation calculates a set of actual values of 
the variables that can hold at a specific point. A collection of all abstract values for all variables 
at a specific point is called an abstract state. The abstract interpretation uses an abstract domain 
to determine safe lower and upper bounds of the values of program variables. The abstract 
interpretation is automatic and it works for all programs in the selected language. It produces an 
approximate and safe description of the program characteristics [1, 3]. 
An abstract domain is selected to represent the values of the program variables. In the abstract 
domain, a variable does not have the exact value and hence expressions (if expression has 
variables) do not have exact values. We can use different abstract domains as per need to obtain 
different properties of the program code. The main goal of the abstract domain selected in 
SWEET is to find safe estimations of all possible values of the variables in the program code, 
and calculate the safe flow information using these variables. SWEET offers the following 
abstract domains: 

• Intervals for integers and floating point values. Abstract values are represented as 
[low, high], where low represents the minimum value and high represents the 
maximum value. 

• An abstraction of pointers: Abstract pointers are written as a set of pairs (m, n), where 
m is a frame id and n is an offset interval. 

• The polyhedral domain. 
• The congruence domain. 

The main analysis mechanism of SWEET is Abstract Execution (AE), which is a form of 
symbolic execution based on the abstract interpretation. AE is input sensitive, which means that 
input can influence the resulting flow facts. AE executes the program in the abstract domain, and 
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uses abstract values of variables and abstract version of language operators. The main result of 
AE is flow facts that can be given as input to the subsequent calculation phase.  AE extends the 
abstract states with recorders to collect flow information and analyses the program part with 
collectors to successively accumulate recorded information from the abstract states. A program 
might have different possible execution paths, and then AE must execute these paths in different 
abstract states to represent all possible execution paths.  
By extending the abstract states of the AE we can keep track of the smallest and largest 
execution cost for all in the particular abstract states. This is the method used in SWEET for 
BCET/WCET calculations [1, 3]. 
The SWEET analysis methods are general and are not specific to any language or instruction set. 
Therefore, SWEET’s flow analysis analyses the general ALF code format. Programs in any 
language can be translated to ALF. For C code, there is a translator “AlfBackend”, which is 
recommended by the SWEET developers. AlfBackend is developed at the Vienna Technical 
University in Austria. 

2.4	  The	  Merge	  Mechanism	  
Most programs have conditional branch statements. Condition expressions cannot always be 
decided using abstract values, since the evaluation can lead to both true and false outcome of the 
condition. In such cases, the abstract execution must execute both branches separately in 
different abstract states. With increasing number of possible execution paths, the corresponding 
number of abstract states also increases, often exponentially. The AE must handle all these 
abstract states, representing possible execution paths, concurrently. Therefore, there is a need to 
limit the growing number of states. This is done by merging the abstract states of different paths 
at certain program points, so called merge points. We can safely represent all possible concrete 
states of two abstract states by merging the states using the least upper bound operator. One or 
more merge points can be used to finish the flow analysis of the program within given time 
limits [2].  
We can apply different merge strategies based on the selection of different types of merge 
options [6]: 

• Merge at function end: all different abstract states, representing possible execution 
paths, will be merged at the return statement at the end of functions. 

• Merge at loop termination: all different abstract states, representing possible 
execution paths, will be merged at the termination points after loops. 

• Merge at loop body end: all different abstract states, representing possible execution 
paths, will be merged at header after each loop iteration. 

• Merge at if: all different abstract states, representing possible execution paths, will be 
merged at the join points after selection statements. 

Merging may lead to overestimation of results. For example, if we apply a merge at the join 
point after if statement, the result of both branches will be merged into one, and the result may 
have some values which are not possible in real executions. In principle, using a higher number 
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of merging options leads to faster termination of the AE, but we might lose preciseness in the 
flow analysis result. Hence, there is trade-off between the analysis time and the precision of the 
result. 
SWEET allows the user to specify different merge options using the following syntax [7]:     

sweet –i= filename, -ae merge=<merge point>  

merge=<merge point> is the merge options to be used. <merge point> can be one or more of: 

• all : represents all merge options (fe, fr, le, be, je) 
• none : no merging at all 
• fe - Each function entry point. 
• fr - Each function return point. 
• le - Each loop exit edge. 
• be - Each back-edge. 
• je - Each point of joining edges. 

If we do not select any merge option, SWEET takes merge=all as default. It is smart to first try to 
run SWEET without any merging options (i.e. merge=none) to get an optimal result with 
maximal precision. If the analysis does not terminate within the given time bound, different 
merge options can be used.  
Analysis of the same program code may produce different results at different merge points. The 
results are always safe, however. What merging strategy is to use depends on the properties of 
the analyzed program. A general rule could be to use as little merging as possible while still 
getting results within time and memory limits. 

2.5	  Input	  and	  Output	  Files	  
SWEET takes one or several ALF file(s) as an input for analysis of the program code [7]. The 
standard syntax for the input is    

-i=<filename> or -input-files=<filename> 

SWEET can take one or multiple ALF file at a time; multiple ALF files are separated by commas 
in the command.  
SWEET analysis always starts analysis from root function. If there is not any root function in the 
code, then we should provide the name of the root function via the command parameter: 

func=<func-name>  

SWEET can analyse the program in single path and multipath mode. In single path mode the 
program is analyzed “as is”, following a single path through the program. This is similar to 
execution of the program. In this case we do not need to provide the any input annotation file. 
But in the case of multi-path analysis we want to analyse the program using abstract values for 
variables in the program. For example we may want to analyse the program for all possible 
inputs. In this case, we should provide an input annotation file via the command parameter: 
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annot=<filename.ann> 

The filename is the name of file that contains possible abstract values for the multipath analysis. 
The standard syntax of each line in the .ann file is 

<pos> <upd> <var> <val> [ || <var> <val> ]* ; 

where <pos> is where to place the assignment. It can be either PROG_ENTRY or 
FUNC_ENTRY. <upd> defines how to update the analysis variable(s) with the annotation 
value(s) and <var> is the variable . For example, we have an example “try.ann” where 
Multiplication is the function name and “a” & “b” are two input variables having ranges 1 to 10 
and 1 to 15 respectively. The line in the file will be 

FUNC_ENTRY Multiplication ASSIGN "a" INT 1 10 || "b" INT 1 15; 

For arrays, the input annotation will be different than for a single variable. For example, 

FUNC_ENTRY Addition ASSIGN “A" 0 32 INT 1 19 || "A" 32 32 INT 1 
19 || "A" 64 32 INT 1 19 || "A" 96 32 INT 1 19 || "A" 128 32 INT 
1 19; 

This annotation will set the 32 bit integers starting at offset bits 0, 32, 64, 96 and 128 to the 
interval [1..19]. 

SWEET stores values of variables during the analysis in a file named <filename.out>. To 
produce output to this file we should use the outannot=<file-name.oas> parameter of the -i 
option to provide a way to access values of variables at certain program points during abstract 
interpretation. The syntax of an output annotation specification given to SWEET is: 

<pos> <var>   

where <pos> is where to place the assignment (i.e., to get the result). It can be either 
STMT_ENTRY or STMT_EXIT, and <var> is the variable. Suppose we have an example 
“try.oas” where we need to access value of Counter at the main block with label main:: entry::24. 
The line in the file will be: 

STMT_EXIT main main:: entry::24 Counter; 

For arrays, the output annotation will be different than compared to normal variables. Suppose 
we have an example “try.oas” where we need to access value of the five elements of array A at 
the inputA function block with label inputA::for.end. The line in the file will be: 

STMT_EXIT inputA inputA::for.end "A" 0 32 || "A" 32 32 || "A" 64 
32 || "A" 96 32 || "A" 128 32; 

The syntax of an output annotation (the result) after analysis is:   

<pos> ASSIGN <var> <val> ; 

For example, the output may look like this: 
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STMT_EXIT main main::entry::24 0 ASSIGN "Counter" 0 32 INT 588 ; 

2.6	  Examples	  of	  Use	  Cases	  and	  SWEET	  Commands	  
The primary purpose of use cases is to explain how to use the different commands to invoke 
useful functions of SWEET. SWEET has a large number of possible use cases. Many of them are 
given and explained in the SWEET manual. Here we concentrate on two use cases: “single path 
analysis” and “multipath analysis”. We can derive many test cases from these two use cases. For 
the rest of the use cases and SWEET commands we refer to the SWEET manual in the link 
below. 
http://www.mrtc.mdh.se/projects/wcet/sweet/DocBook/out/webhelp/index.html#ar01s04.html 

2.6.1 Use case: Single path analysis 
This use case explains how to write SWEET commands for single path analysis and how to 
produce output of the SWEET analysis. The syntax is described below. 

sweet -i= file-name.alf, std_hll.alf  outannot= file-name.oas 
func=main -d g=rsg -ae merge=all ffg=uhss ft=n -f lang=ff 

where 
-i= <filenames> => take input files in ALF format. Multiple files are separated by 
commas. (Refer to Input and Output file section). 
outannot=<file-name.oas> => to provide a way to access values of variables at certain 
program points during abstract interpretation. A file “file-name.out” is created. (Refer to Input 
and Output file section). 
func=main => this is used to specify the starting function if we have more than one function in 
the program code. Here “main” is the starting function of the program. 
-d  => used to print the graph of the program. If g=rsg , it prints a reduced scope graph. 
Similarly, we can also draw the control flow graph (cfg) or control graph (cg) and other graphs 
(see the manual). 
-ae => perform abstract execution to produce flow facts. 
merge =<X> => used to specify different merge options during analysis. (Refer to the Merge 
Mechanism section). 
ffg= <X> => specifies flow fact generation. X can be several types such as uhss , uhsf etc. 
For more details, refer to the SWEET manual. 
lang=<X> => defines the language of the output file. If lang=ff, then it produces the file “file-
name.ff” as an output containing flow facts with standard SWEET syntax. 
ft=<X>  => how to handle the fall-through state. If X=n, do not continue with the fall-through 
state (SWEET standard). 
The output of the SWEET analysis is “file-name.out” and “file-name.ff”. The “file-name,out” 
contains the values of variables which are defined in the “file-name.oas” file.  The “file-name.ff” 
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contains the flow facts of the program code in terms of upper header bounds in scope context 
(uhss).  For example, if “file-name.oas” file contains the line  

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::3 Counter  

then “file-name.out” may contain 

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::3 0 ASSIGN "Counter" 0 32 INT 588   

This gives the value of the variable Counter at the selected program point as an output.                

2.6.1 Use case: Multipath analysis 
This use case shows how to write a SWEET command for multipath analysis and how to specify 
the SWEET command to produce output from the SWEET analysis. The main difference 
between single path and multipath analysis syntax is that single path analysis analyses just one 
path (corresponding to one program run) while multipath analysis forces SWEET to analyse 
several different paths at the same time (corresponding to several program runs). Multipath 
analysis needs input annotations file for defining the possible values of the variables used in the 
program. The standard syntax is described below. 

sweet -i=file-name.alf,std_hll.alf annot=file-name.ann 
outannot=file-name.oas func=main -d g=rsg -ae merge=all ffg=uhss 
ft=n -f lang=ais,ff 

where annot=<file-name.ann> specifies the input annotation file which contains the 
abstract values of variables for the multipath analysis.  
In the “file-name.ann” file we specify Multiplication as the function name, and “a” & “b” are 
two variables having input range 1 to 10 and 1 to 15 respectively for Multiplication. “A” is an 
array with five elements and input range for array variables is 1 to 19. The file will contain: 

FUNC_ENTRY Multiplication ASSIGN "a" INT 1 10 || "b" INT 1 15; 

FUNC_ENTRY Addition ASSIGN “A" 0 32 INT 1 19 || "A" 32 32 INT 1 
19 || "A" 64 32 INT 1 19 || "A" 96 32 INT 1 19 || "A" 128 32 INT 
1 19; 

If the “file-name.oas” file contains the following lines 

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::3 Counter; 

STMT_EXIT Addition Addition::for.end "A" 0 32 || "A" 32 32 || 
"A" 64 32 || "A" 96 32 || "A" 128 32; 

the “file-name.out” file may for example contain  

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::3 0 ASSIGN "Counter" 0 32 INT  300 
588 ; 
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STMT_EXIT Addition Addition::for.end 0 ASSIGN "A" 0 32 INT 1  19 
|| "A" 32 32 INT 1 19 || "A" 64 32 INT 1 19 || "A" 96 32 INT 1 
19 || "A" 128 32 INT  1 19 ; 

2.7 Features of SWEET 
The following is a comprehensive list of SWEET features. 

• SWEET supports standard ANSI C programs. 
• SWEET can generate flow information (flow facts) which gives loop bounds, 

infeasible paths, and other flow information. 
• SWEET can estimate a safe BCET/WCET. 
• SWEET provides connections between flow analysis and low-level analysis. 
• SWEET allows different merge strategies in the analysis. SWEET uses merge=all 

options to terminate the analysis quickly, whereas SWEET uses merge=none gives 
optimal result with maximal precision. There is trade-off between the analysis time 
and the precision of the result. 

• SWEET can analyse the program in single path and multi-path mode. In multipath 
mode, SWEET accepts abstract inputs in the form of possible intervals for certain 
variables. 

• SWEET can produce output (“output annotations”) for all variables in the program.  
• SWEET has a built-in debug feature to allow stepping through analysis of a program. 
• SWEET can analyse programs with up to around 15000 LOC. 

2.8 Limitations of SWEET 
The following limitations are important to know when using SWEET. 

• SWEET cannot analyse recursive functions. 
• SWEET does not support dynamic memory allocation functions such as malloc(), 

calloc() free() etc. 
• SWEET does not support library functions for input and output of data such as 

printf() , scanf(), gets(), puts() etc. 
• SWEET does not currently support file handling operations such as fopen(), fclose(), 

fread() , fprintf() and fwrite() etc. (see also Section 3.4 File Handling Example). 

2.9 Installing SWEET and AlfBackend 
To use SWEET and AlfBackend, you must first install them in your system. The installation 
procedure has been studied and tested during the thesis work, and Appendix A contains a step-
by-step description of installation in Windows 7. 

2.10 Generation of an ALF File 
C programs that are to be analysed by SWEET has to be translated to the ALF format. The 
following steps show how this is done. 
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• Create a new directory 
• Go to the new directory using Cygwin terminal 
• Download the C  file (for example from the SWEET manual) into the new created 

directory. Suppose the C file name is: example_1.c. 
• Download the  c_to_alf  script (from the SWEET manual) into the new created 

directory 
• Execute the command 

bash c_to_alf example_1 

This command generates the ALF file of example_1. 

2.11 How to execute a Use Case of SWEET using Cygwin 
The SWEET manual contains a lot of use cases. The following steps show how to execute such a 
use case with files from the SWEET manual website. 

• Create a new directory 
• Go to the new directory using Cygwin terminal 
• Download the use case (from the SWEET manual ) into the new created directory 
• Provide the path of sweet application    

PATH=$PATH:/cygdrive/f/THESIS/sweet/build/cmakedir/src/Debug 

(This is an example of a path for the SWEET application) 
• Execute the SWEET command given in the manual. 
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3. Test Programs for SWEET	  
We have used different types of programs during the thesis work. This section first describes our 
search on the web to try to find existing programs. Then we describe three examples of test 
programs that were used to test SWEET. The first (Matrix Manipulation) tests the limits of 
programs size that can be handled by SWEET, the second (Merge) and third (File Handling) test 
particular features of SWEET. 

3.1 Searching for Existing Programs 
A first attempt was to find examples of existing programs on Internet that could be used as 
testing examples. We required open source code, written in ANSI C. Especially soft real time 
programs would be of interest to use for testing of SWEET. Different kinds of image 
compression or decompression, audio/video encoder or decoder programs are some examples of 
interest. We expected such programs to contain a lot of calculations and an extensive use of C 
constructs. In addition to this, we wanted the programs to be large (greater than 10K LOC) to 
find the limits of the program size that can be handled by SWEET. So, extensive web surfing 
was carried out to find useful real time programs on the web.  
More than ten free real time projects with complete source code in C were found on the web. 
Some of them were image compression and decompression programs and others were 
audio/video encoder and decoder programs. Unfortunately, none of them could be fully analyzed 
by SWEET. There were mainly three reasons for this:  

1. SWEET did not (at the start of the thesis work) support any file operations such as 
fopen, fclose, fread, fwrite etc.  

2. SWEET does not support dynamic memory allocation.  
3. SWEET can only analyse programs written in ANSI C.  

We did not succeed to find programs escaping all of these limitations. Because of the above 
reasons none of the found projects was used as a testing program in this thesis. 
Most of the real time programs which has been downloaded from the web uses file handling 
operations because they read every image or audio/video as a file. They read the input image 
/audio/video files using fopen and fread operations, and they produce output as a file via the 
fwrite operation. Hence, before using these programs as a testing example, SWEET needs to be 
updated to support all file operations. At the end phase of thesis, SWEET was updated so it now 
is possible to analysis most file operations in C (see section “File Handling Example” for an 
example). 
Also, it was impossible to update SWEET to handle dynamic memory allocation in this short 
period of time. Most of the soft real time programs use dynamic memory allocation to optimize 
memory. Furthermore, all of the audio/video encoder and decoder programs found have used 
dynamic memory allocation for efficient memory management to optimize memory use.  
Some of the downloaded programs have used non ANSI C header files, which created problems 
for the analysis.  
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So, it was decided that we should create our own test programs, except for one case: we used one 
example from Internet to test the file handling features of SWEET (see section “File Handling 
Example” for an example). We continue to describe three test programs below.  

3.2 The Matrix Manipulation Program 
The main objective of the program “Matrix_Manipulation.c” is to find the limits of the program 
size that can be handled by SWEET. The program has two input functions; “inputA()” for matrix 
“A” and “inputB()” for matrix “B". These two functions assign distinct random numbers in a 
given interval to each matrix element on each call of the function depending upon a seed value 
provided via a function argument. The program has 24 functions to compute different properties 
of the matrices. 
The program contains calculations with different logic to perform different coding constructs 
such as nested for-loops, while loops, do-while loops, if-else ladders, and switch-case structures. 
Our main goal is to find how efficiently SWEET can analyse the code.  
The first program “Matrix_Manipulation.c” has 1025 LOC and 24 functions. Since we also want 
to know the upper limits of how many lines of code SWEET can analyse, we have lengthen the 
code of the test programs by repeating the 24 functions of the first program. The functions have 
intact inner content, but we have changed function names and the input to the function via the 
“inputA()” and “inputB()” functions. We have repeated this process 15 times to create a large 
test program. The largest program, “Matrix_Manipulation15.c”, has more than 384 user defined 
functions and 14,455 LOC. 
We wanted some output that could be used to check the calculations. For that purpose, we have 
used a variable called “Counter”, which counts the total number of loop iterations of the entire 
program. We have analyzed all programs using SWEET in single path mode and also compiled 
and run the programs using the GCC compiler. We have analyzed the “Matrix_Manipulation.c” 
program using the following SWEET command:  

sweet -i=Matrix_Manipulation.alf,std_hll.alf  
outannot=Matrix_Manipulation.oas func=main –ae 

To save the output to a file we use the output annotation file “Matrix_Manipulation.oas” which 
provides a way to access values of variables at certain program points during abstract execution. 
The content of the output annotation file is:  

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::31 Counter; 

SWEET produces analysis output in file “Matrix_Manipulation.out”. The content of output file 
is:  

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::31 0 ASSIGN "Counter" 0 32 INT 1313 
; 

Similarly, we write SWEET commands for all programs from “Matrix_Manipulation1.c” to 
“Matrix_Manipulation15.c” by simply replacing the program name. In the same way, we can 
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write the output annotation files for all programs by changing the main entry point. For example, 
the output annotation file for “Matrix_Manipulation1.c” is “Matrix_Manipulation1.oas” which 
has the following content:  

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::62 Counter; 

Each output file has its own output variable “Counter” as total loop iteration of entire program. 
For example, the content of output file “Matrix_Manipulation15.out” is:  

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::496 0 ASSIGN "Counter" 0 32 INT 
30108 ; 

We have made a table for SWEET analysis times to show the analysis times for different sizes of 
the test programs. We see that the analysis time is roughly proportional to the size of the 
analysed program and the total number of iterations. This is to be expected, since SWEET 
analyses programs by abstract execution of the code. This means that every piece of code is 
analysed for every iteration. In addition to this, we have made a comparison of the GCC 
compiler output of the “Counter“ variable with the SWEET single path analysis output. 
 
Name of Program LOC GCC 

Compiler   
Output 
 (Counter) 

SWEET 
Analysis 
Output 
(Counter) 

SWEET 
Analysis 
Time 

Matrix_Manipulation.c 1,025 1,313 1,313 2 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation1.c 1,925 2,383 2,382 3 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation2.c 2,820 3,696 3,695 4 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation3.c 3,715 7,373 7,377 6 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation4.c 4,610 8,397 8,401 9 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation5.c 5,505 9,710 9,714 12 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation6.c 6,400 10,624 10,630 15 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation7.c 7,295 13,276 13,280 22 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation8.c 8,190 14,351 14,362 24 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation9.c 9,085 15,624 15,635 28 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation10.c 9,980 20,009 20,020 33 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation11.c 10,875 21,282 21,293 39 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation12.c 11,765 25,078 25,092 45 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation13.c 12,660 29,385 29,404 56 minutes 
Matrix_Manipulation14.c 13,560 31,151 31,171 1 hour  
Matrix_Manipulation15.c 14,455 30,091 30,108 1 hour 3 

minutes 
Table 3.1: SWEET analysis times 
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The difference in value for “Counter” is due to a bug in SWEET (see Section “Bugs Found 
during Testing”). 
Core parts of the code used in this example can be found in Appendix B. 

3.3 The Merge Program 
The merging feature in SWEET gives a possibility to speed up the analysis. However, this may 
come to the price of less precision. It would be interesting to have an example that illustrates this 
“trade-off” and which will produce different outputs for different types of merge points. This is 
the main objective of the program “MergeExample.c”.  
This program has two input variables, “a” & “b” and one output variable “Flag”, which is the 
sum of the final values of "a" and "b" after some odd and random calculations. To test SWEET 
analysis thoroughly, we have executed this program in multipath analysis mode. For multipath 
analysis, the abstract annotation input is provided via the “MergeExample.ann" file. The content 
of the input annotation file is: 

FUNC_ENTRY Merge_Example ASSIGN "a" INT 10 15 || "b" INT 13 17; 

SWEET produces analysis output in the file “MergeExample.out”. To produce output as a file 
we use the output annotation file “MergeExample.oas” to provide a way to access values of 
variables at certain program points during abstract interpretation. The content of the output 
annotation file is:  

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::3 Flag;. 

We show a core part of code below. 
int Merge_Example () 

{ 

  int n, sum=0;     

  while (a < 20)   { 

   while ( b < 100) { 

           n=b; sum=0; 

                   while (n > 0) {  

    sum=sum+ n / 7; 

    n=n/7; 

    b--; } // inner while end    

    if (sum < 10)      b = b * 2;  

        else    b = b + 5;     

    if (sum >= 17 && b <= 31) { 

    a = a + 3;  b= b * 3; } 

         else { 
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         a = a + 2; b++; }     

    if (sum >=43) { 

              b=b-5;  a=a-2;}     

               }// middle while end 

     a++;  b=b-5; 

    }// outer while end 

  return a+b; 

}// function end 

We have used different merge point settings during the analysis and found three different results 
(case I to III below). As can be seen from the table, there is really a trade-off. Case I gives a 
much better (tighter) result, but to the price of a much longer analysis time. Columns “gcc” gives 
the correct output, to be compared with. 
 
Item Comment Case I Case II Case III gcc 
Analysis time  1m 10s 0.8 s 0.7 s - 
while.end Loop bound 15 40 40 - 
while.cond1 -“- 19 44 44 - 
while.body -“- 4 4 4 - 
while.cond4 -“- 58 158 158 - 
while.cond -“- 5 5 5 - 
while.body3 -“- 15 40 40 - 
while.body6 -“- 43 118 118 - 
while.end25 -“- 1 1 1 - 
while.end22 -“- 4 4 4 - 
Flag Value range [83..178] [78..305] [81..305] [115..130] 
 
We have executed the following SWEET multipath analysis command, with “x” replaced as 
described in the different cases: 

sweet -i=MergeExample.alf,std_hll.alf annot=MergeExample.ann 
outannot=MergeExample.oas func=main -ae merge=x ffg=unsp ft=n -f 
lang=ais,ff   

Case I: merge=none or merge=fe or merge=fr 
The output of the SWEET analysis tool is 

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::3 0 ASSIGN "Flag" 0 32 INT 83 178 ; 

The flow facts for the loops are as follows: 
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: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.end <= 15 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.cond1 <= 19 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.body <= 4 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.cond4 <= 58 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.cond <= 5 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.body3 <= 15 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.body6 <= 43 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.end25 <= 1 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.end22 <= 4 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

Case II: merge=le or merge=all 
The output of the SWEET analysis tool is 

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::3 0 ASSIGN "Flag" 0 32 INT 78 305 ; 

The flow facts for the loops are as follows: 
: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.end25 <= 1 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.end22 <= 4 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.end <= 40 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.cond1 <= 44 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.body <= 4 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.cond4 <= 158 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds 
for nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.cond <= 5 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.body3 <= 40 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds for 
nodes in program context. 

: main : [] : Merge_Example::while.body6 <= 118 ;   %% unsp - Upper bounds 
for nodes in program context. 
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Case III: merge=be 
The output of the SWEET analysis tool is 

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::3 0 ASSIGN "Flag" 0 32 INT 81 305 ; 

The flow facts for the loops are same as flow facts for the merge=all case. 
Note: when we use the setting merge=je, SWEET cannot produce an output because it hangs in 
an infinite loop. We do not know why it happens. The reason might be a bug in SWEET.  
We have also executed this program using gcc to get the “real” result to compare with. We 
executed the program 24 times with all combinations of values of the variables “a” & “b” inside 
the multipath input range. For a selected from the range [10..15] and b from [13..17], we get 
results (“Flag” values) in the range of [115..130]. We see that the analysis result are safe (i.e., the 
real values are inside the range of the analysis result). This is what is expected. 

3.4 File Handling Program 
During the thesis work, SWEET was extended so that file operations could be handled. We 
found one program on the Internet that was used to test this new feature. The program shows that 
the SWEET can analyse file based project without any complains or warnings. 
The program “file.c” was downloaded from the web and as we know that SWEET cannot 
analyse input/output functions such as “scanf()“, “printf()”, the program has been modified to 
make it workable for SWEET. To analyse this program, the following SWEET command has 
been used:  

sweet -i=file.alf,libc.alf,std_hll.alf func=main -c -ae pu 
vola=t 

Here are some parts of code picked from this program, which illustrates the file operations. 
FILE *fp ; 
fp = fopen (filename, "ab+") ; 
if ( fp == NULL )  { 
   fp=fopen(filename,"wb+"); 
   if(fp==NULL) { 
#ifdef OUTPUT 
      printf("\nSYSTEM ERROR..."); 
#endif 
      return; 
   } 
} 
 
while ( another == 'Y' || another=='y' ) { 
   choice=0;  fflush(stdin); 
   rewind(fp); 
   while(fread(&e,sizeof(e),1,fp)==1) { 
         // take input as a structure variable for record 
      fwrite (&e, sizeof ( e ), 1, fp) ; 
      fflush (stdin); 
      scanf(" %c", &another); 
   } 
   fseek(fpte,-sizeof(customer),SEEK_CUR) 
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   fclose ( fp ) ; 
   remove(filename); 
   rename("temp",filename); 
} 

The file operations are handled in the “libc.alf” file which is linked to the analyzed program. The 
file “libc.alf” is an ALF file based on C implementations of the standard C functions contained in 
libc.  
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4. Bugs Found During Testing 
 
A software bug is an error or fault in a program code that produces an unexpected result or 
unwanted behaviour. Most of the bugs come from errors made by the developer either in the 
programming phase or during program design. We have found a number of bugs during the 
testing of timing analysis of SWEET. These are presented below. 
Bug 1: SWEET hangs in an infinite loop during multipath analysis but works perfectly in 
case of single path analysis. 
We have developed a simple test program “Loop_Analysis.c“ with two input variables, “a” and 
“b”. We use 16 different combinations of  “a” and” b” and execute the program 16 times with 
one execution for each combination of  “a” and “b”. To test SWEET analysis thoroughly, we 
have run this program in both single path and multipath analysis mode. 
For single path analysis with SWEET, we have executed the following SWEET command: 

sweet -i=Loop_Analysis.alf,std_hll.alf 
outannot=Loop_Analysis.oas func=main -ae merge=all 

We have run this program 16 times in single path analysis mode. The variable “Sum” is used as a 
result of the program. It is the sum of the number of inner and outer loop iterations of the 
program. The results of single path analysis with SWEET and output from an executable using 
the GCC compiler are same, which are as follows: 
  a=17 and b=82 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=255 

  a=17 and b=83 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=269  

  a=17 and b=84 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=275 

  a=17 and b=85 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=279 

  a=18 and b=82 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=254 

  a=18 and b=83 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=268  

  a=18 and b=84 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=274 

  a=18 and b=85 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=268 

  a=19 and b=82 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=253 

  a=19 and b=83 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=267  

  a=19 and b=84 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=273 

  a=19 and b=85 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=267 

  a=20 and b=82 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=242 

  a=20 and b=83 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=256  

  a=20 and b=84 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=262 

  a=20 and b=85 // GCC and single path analysis output is Sum=266  

To achieve multipath path analysis, we have used the following SWEET command: 

sweet -i=Loop_Analysis.alf,std_hll.alf annot=Loop_Analysis.ann 
outannot=Loop_Analysis.oas func=main -ae merge=all 
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For multipath analysis, the abstract annotation input is provided via the “Loop_Analysis.ann” 
file. The content of the input annotation file is: 

FUNC_ENTRY Infinite_Loop_Analysis ASSIGN "a" 0 32 INT 17 20 || 
"b" 0 32 INT 82 85; 

In case of multipath analysis, analysis of the program will never terminate. This is strange, since 
for single path analysis for the 16 different combinations of a and b, the analysis works perfectly 
and give the same result as using the GCC compiler. But if we combine all 16 cases and execute 
in multipath mode, then the SWEET analysis does not terminate. This indicates a bug in 
SWEET. 
Bug 2:  The SWEET analysis output and the output from the program using the GCC 
compiler for total loop iterations count of a program “Matrix.c” is different, despite the 
input is same for both. 
The main objective of this program “Matrix.c” is to reveal that the total loop iterations count in 
SWEET analysis output and the program output using the GCC compiler output are different. 
The input() function is responsible to assign random values for matrix elements. The matrix 
values are also dependent on “p” and “b”. If we change the value of “p” or “b”, the input() 
function will assign different values to the matrix elements.  
“Matrix.c” is analysed by both the SWEET analysis tool and executed using the GCC compiler. 
We have studied three different cases and found three different results. For single path analysis, 
we have executed the following SWEET command: 

sweet -i=Matrix.alf,std_hll.alf outannot=Matrix.oas func=main –
ae 

Case I: p=37 and b=29 
The output of the SWEET analysis tool is 

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::3 0 ASSIGN "Counter" 0 32 INT 84; 

The output using the GCC compiler is  

Total loop count is: 80 

Case II: p=41 and b=19 
The output of the SWEET analysis tool is 

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::3 0 ASSIGN "Counter" 0 32 INT 80; 

The output using the GCC compiler is  

Total loop count is: 81 

Case III: p=1 and b=19 
The output of the SWEET analysis tool is 

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::3 0 ASSIGN "Counter" 0 32 INT 87; 
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The output using the GCC compiler output is  

Total loop count is: 81 

Here, we see that the total number of loop iterations for SWEET analysis and the corresponding 
output using the GCC compiler are different. Moreover, the difference between two outputs is 
not constant and is varying as input varies. Hence we conclude that the SWEET analysis might 
have some problems.  
Bug 3:  The SWEET calculates wrong result for the remainder operator (%) 
We have developed a simple program that revealed that there is a problem with handling of the 
remainder operator in SWEET. This program has been analyzed in both single path and 
multipath mode. If we replace the remainder operator (%) by division operator (/) in this part of 
code "sum=sum + n/3;”, the program works perfectly in both single path and multipath analysis. 
But if we use remainder operator, it works for single path analysis but not for multipath analysis. 
The crucial part of code is 

while (n > 0) { 

sum=sum + n%3;  

 n=n/3; 

 b--;  

} 

This program has been executed in multipath analysis using the following SWEET command: 

sweet -i=Remainder.alf,std_hll.alf annot=Remainder.ann 
outannot=Remainder.oas func=main -ae 

This program has been executed in single path analysis using the following SWEET command: 

sweet -i=Remainder.alf,std_hll.alf outannot=Remainder.oas 
func=main -ae  

For multipath analysis we use the input annotation file "Remainder.ann", which has the 
following contents: 

FUNC_ENTRY Calculation ASSIGN "a" INT 13 15 || "b" INT 19 21; 

This program has two input variables "a" and "b”. We have made 9 different combinations of 
these two variables. Using the remainder operator, the output of the program using the GCC 
compiler and single path analysis are same, which are as follows: 

a=15 and b=19 => output is 138 

a=15 and b=20 => output is 184 

a=15 and b=21 => output is 182 

a=16 and b=19 => output is 139 
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a=16 and b=20 => output is 185 

a=16 and b=21 => output is 183 

a=17 and b=19 => output is 140 

a=17 and b=20 => output is 186 

a=17 and b=21 => output is 184 

But the multipath analysis using the input annotation file "Remainder.ann” does not terminate, 
which means there is an infinite loop somewhere inside the code.  
Instead, using the division operator, the output of the program using the GCC compiler and 
single path analysis with SWEET are same, which are as follows: 

a=15 and b=19 => output is 205 

a=15 and b=20 => output is 205 

a=15 and b=21 => output is 205 

a=16 and b=19 => output is 206 

a=16 and b=20 => output is 206 

a=16 and b=21 => output is 206 

a=17 and b=19 => output is 207 

a=17 and b=20 => output is 207 

a=17 and b=21 => output is 207 

We can find output of multipath analysis for division operator in the output file "Remainder. out" 
which has the following lines: 

STMT_EXIT main main::entry::3 0 ASSIGN "Flag" 0 32 INT 194 216 ; 

Bug 4: Different ALF file for same program 
The AlfBackend translator produces different ALF files for the same program code. ALF files 
produced by AlfBackend installed in the student’s laptop are different than the ALF files 
produced by AlfBackend in the supervisor’s laptop.  
Bug 5:  SWEET hangs in an infinite loop for merge=je merging point, but not for the rest of 
the merge options such as merge=all, merge=none etc. 
As has been mentioned before, SWEET hangs in an infinite loop for merge=je merge point when 
analyzing the “Merge” example.  
Bug 6: SWEET’s loop count is different than GCC compiler’s loop count for a program. 
The main objective of the program “Max_Min.c” is to reveal that SWEET count of number of 
loop iterations is different compared to the GCC compiler. 
The core part of program is  
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  do { 

      rem=max%min; 

      Counter++; 

      max=min; 

      min=rem;       

      }  

while(rem>0); 

We have analyzed this program in single path analysis mode. To analyse this program we have 
executed the following SWEET command:  

sweet -i=Max_Min.alf ,std_hll.alf  outannot=Max_Min.oas –ae 

The output of SWEET is:  

STMT_ENTRY main main::do.end 0 ASSIGN "Counter" 0 32 INT 2; 

The output of the GCC compiler for the “Counter” variable is 6, however, when the attached 
program terminates. This means that there is a bug in SWEET. 
Bug 7: Date Error 
SWEET generates error print-outs for the SWEET version while executing any kind of SWEET 
commands. The interesting thing is that it only complains for the student’s laptop, while it works 
perfectly on the supervisor’s laptop. For example, if the very simple SWEET command “sweet –
v” (display version) is executed, it generates the following warning: 
This version of SWEET (Mon 04/29/2013) is more than 2 months old! 

You can still run it but 'at your own risk' since there may be a newer 
version. 

Please contact the WCET group at Malardalen University, Sweden 
(http://www.mrtc.mdh.se/projects/wcet/) for a new version. 

You can switch off this warning message with the command 'sweet -v vc=off' 

According to warning message, even if the command “sweet -v vc=off” is executed, SWEET 
still generates the same warning message. 
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5. Conclusion and Discussion	  
We have created own large programs to test the capacity of SWEET in terms of LOC. A time 
analysis table has been produced to show the variation of SWEET analysis time according to the 
number of LOCs.  
We have used different kinds of program code to identify unknown problems in SWEET. Some 
bugs have been found by comparing SWEET analyzed output with output of the program 
compiled by the GCC compiler. In addition to this, we have found a number of bugs by 
comparing single path analysis output with multipath analysis output. 
Moreover, a program has been created that produces different output for different merge points 
during analysis. In addition to this, we have created different kinds of example with complex C-
code that includes nested while and do-while loops, deeply nested if-else structures, complex 
logical expressions and arithmetic expressions. The example programs are matrix manipulation, 
array based calculations, and string operations, to verify that SWEET can analyse any kind of 
ANSI-C programs and produce expected result during SWEET analysis. 
To summarize, we have been successful in creating test programs for SWEET. We have not been 
able to find useful and large test code on the Internet, instead we have developed own test 
programs. Using them, we have demonstrated the capacity of SWEET in terms of size and 
complexity. We have also been able to identify around ten bugs in AlfBackend and SWEET. 
These bugs have been reported to the Bugzilla bug server that is used for SWEET. About half of 
the bugs have been corrected during the thesis period. 
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Appendix A: SWEET and AlfBackend installation	  
The following describes SWEET installation steps in Windows 7. 
Visual Studio 2012, MPIR (Windows port of GMP - GNU Multi-Precision Library), Cmake, 
Cygwin, and SWEET source code from the developer’s Subversion repository are required to 
install SWEET on Windows. The main steps are as follows: 

ü Install Visual Studio  
ü Download and install the Windows port of GMP, called MPIR (http://www.mpir.org) 
ü Installations Steps for MPIR: 

1. Download mpir-2.6.0.tar.bz2 
2. Unzip it so that it sits in a directory mpir-2.6.0 
3. Rename this directory to mpir 
4. Open the file mpir.sln in Visual Studio 2012 from mpir/build.vc10 directory 
5. Once the project has loaded, right click on lib_mpir_gc and select "Set as StartUp 

Project" 
6. Select configuration. Release and Win32 
7. Right click on lib_mpir_gc and select "Build" 
8. Select configuration. Debug and Win32 
9. Right click on lib_mpir_gc and select "Build" 
10. Repeat step 5 to 9 for  lib_mpir_cxx     
11. Repeat step 5 to 9 for   dll_mpir_gc 
12. Read read me file from mpir/build.vc10 directory 

 
ü Installations Steps for Cygwin: 

1. Download cygwin from http://www.cygwin.com/ 
2. Install the libgmp-devel package. 
3. Install GCC and g++ 4.xx  

ü Download and Install Cmake:  http://www.cmake.org/ 
ü Build SWEET using CMake GUI and Visual Studio (not Cygwin) 

1. Check out the sweet source code: svn checkout 
   https://v-lagerlunda.ita.mdh.se:8443/svn/wcet/sweet/trunk/ 

2. Create an empty directory to build SWEET , under  trunk/build/ and name it       ” 
cmakedir” 

3. Run CMake GUI interface. Fill in the fields in the CMake window according to 
the following: 
v Source code: Root directory for SWEET source code, e.g., trunk/ 
v The binaries: Path to the empty directory where the build system should be, 

e.g., build/cmakedir/ 
v Click “Configure” and then choose the generator of choice, .e.g. Visual Studio 

11, Visual Studio 10 etc.  
v When the configure step is done without errors, continue with ”Generate” 
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ü Note: you might have error like: CMake Error at CMakeLists.txt:7 (message): Could not 

find include directory for the gmp library. Please provide it manually by setting the 
variable GMP_INCLUDE_DIR". 

ü Solution: The MPIR libraries are available under build/MSVS. The path in that case 
should be ……/sweet/build/MSVS/MPIR lib Win32 (GMP lib for Windows)/include. 
Change the path manually in CmakeCache file for GMP_INCLUDE_DIR. The 
CmakeCache file can find in sweet\build\cmakedir directory. Or you can put this path 
directly in the GUI by clicking on the GMP_INCLUDE_DIR and paste the path in the 
value field. Similarly provide the path for GMP_LIBRARY. The path is….. 
Sweet/build/MSVS/MPIR lib Win32 (GMP lib for Windows)/lib/mpir.lib. 

ü Finally, build sweet VS file using VS 2012 from cmakedir directory. 
Instructions to install AlfBackend using Cygwin 
The following describes AlfBackend installation steps in Windows 7. 
Note: you need at least 4GB RAM and16 GB hard disk space. It takes around 3.5 hours to install 
AlfBackend completely. 

1. Install git (the version control system) in Cygwin using cygwin setup.exe                 
Select “git, and make “packages to install from cygwin. 

2. Start Cygwin 
i. Go to root dir (cd /)  

ii. mkdir llvm32 
iii. cd llvm32 

3. Get llvm  (pull official git repo) 
i. git clone http://llvm.org/git/llvm.git 

ii. cd llvm 
iii. git remote add forge git://forge.vmars.tuwien.ac.at/git/otap-llvm.git 

4. fetch forge repository (or forge-dev) 
i. git fetch forge 

5.  checkout the alf branch from forge (or forge-dev) 
i. git checkout remotes/forge/alf_release_32 -b alf_release_32 

ii. cd tools 
6. get clang version 3.2 

i. git clone http://llvm.org/git/clang.git 
ii. cd clang 

iii. git checkout remotes/origin/release_32 -b release_32 
7.  build 

i. cd ../.. 
ii. ./configure && make 

8. After successful configuration………. Set the path  
i. Go to the folder /llvm32/llvm 
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ii. export PATH=`pwd`/Debug+Asserts/bin:${PATH} 
9. Now you can make an ALF file 

i. Create the new directory 
ii. Go to the new directory using Cygwin terminal 

iii. Create a C  file into the new created directory.  Suppose the C file is  “example.c”. 
a. clang example.c -S -emit-llvm -o example.ll 
b. llc example.ll -march=alf -o example.alf 
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Appendix B: Code example 
 
Below, we show some core parts of the code in the test programs. (HCF stands for Highest 
common factor. If we have two values 21 and 49, the HCF is 7 (3*7=21 and 7*7=49, so 
HCF=7). 
void Palindrome_Number_in_Matrix_Element(int a[][5]) { 
   int i,j,k=0,temp=0,rev; 
 for(i=0; i<m; i++){ 
      for(j=0; j<n; j++) { 
         temp = a[i][j]; 
         rev=0; 
         while( temp != 0 ) { 
            Counter++; 
            rev = rev * 10; 
            rev = rev + temp%10; 
            temp = temp/10; }// while loop end 
         if ( a[i][j] == rev) { 
            Palindrome[k]=a[i][j]; 
            k++; 
         } 
      } 
   } 
} 
 
void Prime_Number_in_Matrix_Element(int a[][5]) { 
 int i,j,k,temp,flag,l=0; 
 for(i=0; i<m; i++) { 
      for(j=0; j<n; j++) { 
         flag=1; 
         temp=a[i][j]; 
         for (k = 2 ; (k <= temp/2) && (flag==1) ; k++) { 
            Counter++; 
            if ( temp%k == 0 )  flag=0; 
         } 
         if(flag ==1) { 
            Prime[l]=temp; 
            l++; 
         } 
      } 
   } 
} 
 
int  Scalar_Matrix(int a[][5]){ 
      // A diagonal matrix whose all the leading diagonal elements are equal  
  // is called a scalar matrix. 
   int i,j,flag1=0,flag2=0; 
   int temp=a[0][0]; 
   for(i=0; i<m; i++) { 
      for(j=0; j<n; j++) { 
         Counter++; 
         if(i==j){ 
            if (a[i][j]==temp) 
               flag1=1; 
            else { 
               flag1=0; 
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               break; 
            } 
         } 
         if(i!=j) { 
            if(a[i][j]==0) 
               flag2= 1; 
            else { 
               flag2=0; 
               break; 
            } 
         } 
      } 
   } 
  
   if(flag1== 1 && flag2==1) 
      Scalar=1;   // The matrix is a Scalar matrix 
   else 
      Scalar=0;   // The  matrix is not a Scalar matrix 
   return Scalar;} 
 
void Multiplication(int a[][5],int b[][5]) { 
 int i,j,k,sum; 
   for(i=0;i<m;i++) 
      for(j=0;j<n;j++) { 
         MUL[i][j]=0; 
         Counter++; 
      } 
   for(i=0;i<m;i++) { //row of first matrix 
      for(j=0;j<n;j++) {  //column of second matrix 
         sum=0; 
         for(k=0;k<n;k++) { 
            sum=sum+a[i][k]*b[k][j]; 
            Counter++; 
         } 
         MUL[i][j]=sum; 
      } 
   } 
} 
 
void inputA(int b) { 
   int i,j,p=11; 
   for(i=0;i<m;i++) { 
      for(j=0;j<n;j++) { 
         Counter++; 
         p=(b*p+17)%31; 
   if(p==0) 
            A[i][j]=1; 
   else 
            A[i][j]=p; 
      } 
   } 
} 
 
int HCF_of_Two_Number(int a,int b) { 
   int min,max,hcf,rem; 
   if(a>b) { 
      max=a; min=b; 
   } 
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   else { 
      max=b; min=a; 
   } 
   do { 
      rem=max%min; 
      hcf=min;  max=min;  min=rem; 
      Counter++; 
   } 
   while(rem>0); 
   return hcf; 
} 
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Appendix C: Links to Test Programs 
 
Here are listed some visited sites for test programs. 

v http://www.ice.rwth-aachen.de/research/tools-projects/entry/detail/dspstone 
v http://www.eecs.umich.edu/mibench/ 
v http://groups.csail.mit.edu/cag/streamit/shtml/benchmarks.shtml 
v http://www.bsoft.info/products/audio.html 
v http://www.hydrogenaudio.org/musepack/klemm/www.personal.uni-

jena.de/~pfk/mpp/index2.html#encoder 
v http://libb64.sourceforge.net/ 
v http://libmpeg2.sourceforge.net/downloads.html 
v http://www.ijg.org/ 
v http://www.cybercom.net/~dcoffin/dcraw/http://freecode.com/tags/ansi-

chttp://codeincodeblock.blogspot.se/2012/04/list-of-top-ten-college-mini-projects.html 
 


